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Maths  
recognise equal groups 

Maths

Click here for video link

The above link will take you to the White Rose 
Home Learning website. Then click on the box 
that looks like this 

Just watch the video and answer any questions 
out loud. The worksheet to be completed is on 
the next page.

A little bit of revision on 
equal groups as an 
introduction to our Term 
3 work on multiplication.

* Year 2 = Primary 3

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-2/week-1-number-multiplication-and-division/


Maths

Which of these have 
equal groups and which do 

not have equal groups?



Maths

This was the example from the video. 
You can draw / write this out or you 

can say it out loud to an adult ☺



Maths

You can draw / write these 
out or you can say them out 

loud to an adult ☺

Early finished?
Optional task: make a 
poster showing groups 
that are equal and those 
that are not equal.



Maths 
add equal groups 

Maths

Click here for video link

Then click on the box that looks like this 

Just watch the video and answer any questions 
out loud. The worksheet to be completed is on 
the next page.

Moving on from yesterday 
be sure to click the video 
on ADDING equal groups.

* Year 2 = Primary 3

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-2/week-1-number-multiplication-and-division/


From the video 

1) Copy and complete

2) Copy and complete this.
Next, draw something that shows these equal groups. You could choose groups of 
flowers, dogs, cubes or whatever you like.



This is called repeated 
addition

We can also see repeated addition on a 
number line, like in the video. 
This example shows us jumping in twos. 
We have 2 + 2 + 2 = 6

We can also say this as 3 jumps of 2 = 6

Tomorrow we will look at 
the multiply symbol and 
what it means.



Maths

Adult helpers – please don’t talk 
about the multiply sign yet. I want 
the children to focus on repeated 
addition for now to deepen their 
understanding before we move to 
the concept of multiply. This will 
come tomorrow in a video.



Maths

Please show the repeated 
addition for each 
question. Like you did in 
the ladybirds question on 
previous page



Maths 

use the x sign when talking about multiplication

Maths

Click here for video link

Then click on the box that looks like this 

There is quite a lot of information to take in 
today. Especially in the second part of the video. 
So please pause the video and make sure you 
understand each part ☺

Moving on again. We are now 
progressing onto using the 
multiplication symbol with a 
better understanding after 
the last 2 days of maths.

* Year 2 = Primary 3

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-2/week-1-number-multiplication-and-division/


We learned today that this means 
4 groups of 2, or 4 lots of 2.

We can also see this on a number 
line as 4 jumps of 2.

Practise getting used to 
the vocabulary here

groups of 
lots of
jumps of 

Maths



From the video – copy and complete 

1.

2.



You can just write the 
answers to these 
questions.

3.

4.

Can you think of 2 different ways to record this?

_____  x  ______    =

______  x  ______  = 

Maths



Maths

The green pencil 
shows 4 groups of 3 
and the purple pencil 
shows 3 groups of 4

Write the 2 different 
calculations under each 
set of dots 

5. 6. 7.

8. 9. 10.



Counting in 2s Revision
Children will have learned to 
count in 2s last year. Often they 
are amazing at rote counting in 
2s but have no understanding of 
what this looks like and this can 
cause issues when calculating 
with times tables later.

Remember this from yesterday. We 
learned to use the vocabulary of  
groups of 2, lots of 2 and jumps of 2

Click here for song

Once you are sure you understand what jumping in 
2s looks like on a number line then I want you to 
listen and join in with this song. It gets faster and 
faster ☺. We only need to learn up to 10 x 2 but you 
can still join in when it counts above this 

Maths

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3yf3xgE8wMc


Use this number line to help 
you answer these questions.

1)What are 3 jumps of 2 =

2)What are 6 jumps of 2 =

3) 5 x 2 =

4) 7 x 2 = 

5) 9 x 2 = 

Remember we learned 
about the x sign 

yesterday and it means 
groups of, lots of or 

jumps of

Counting in 2s Revision

Maths



Now that we have revised 
counting in 2s (our 2 times 
table) we are going to learn 
about the link to counting in 
4s (our 4 times table)

The blue arrows 
here show counting 
in 2s along the 
number line
1 jump of   2 = 2
2 jumps of 2 = 4
3 jumps of 2 = 6
4 jumps of 2 = 8

The red arrows here 
show counting in 4s 
along the number line
1 jump of   4 = 4
2 jumps of 4 = 8

1 jump of 4 = 4 2 jumps of 4 = 8

Counting in 4s using a number line

Maths



Counting in 4s using a number line (warm-up)

1)What are 3 jumps of 4 =

2)What are 6 jumps of 4 =

3) 5 x 4 =

4) 7 x 4 = 

5) 9 x 4 = 

For 4 times table song click here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4SXctAyxZf0


Counting in 4s using a number line 

Maths

1.

2.

Example



3.

4.

Challenge 
for you

Counting in 4s using a number line 
Last 2 questions 
and then your 
maths is done for 
the day!



Maths 

Maths

What do you…
See

Think
Wonder

We do this in class a lot. Have 
a little think what you can see, 
what you think it could be 
about and is there anything it 
makes you wonder about?



Maths 
see the link between the 2 and 4 times table

Maths

This is an important link 
for children to make 
which will help them use 
doubling as a strategy. 
The yellow dots will help 
children see that the 4 
times table is double the 
2 times table.

1 row of 2 = 2 1 row of 4 = 4

2 rows of 2 = 4 2 rows of 4 = 8 

3 rows of 2 = 6 3 rows of 4 = 12

4 rows of 2 = 8 4 rows of 4 = 16



Using our hands

Click here for link to play an 
online interactive game using your 
fingers with the 2 times table

If you don’t have online access 
you can just use your fingers to 
count in 2s

Touch your fingers when counting in 
2s. This will help when someone asks 
you a question out of sequence e.g. 
what is 7 x 2 ? You can touch each 
finger as you can see below

7 x 2=

Research shows the importance of touching our fingers – it helps maths development in our brain.

https://www.ictgames.com/mobilePage/fingerCount/index.html


4 x 4=
10 x 4=

Click here for link play the same game again but this time focus on the 4 times 
table. Please touch each finger as you say the answer to each times table fact.

Counting in 4s

https://www.ictgames.com/mobilePage/fingerCount/index.html


Times Table Songs Touch your fingers as you are 
singing these songs today.

Click here for 2 times table song

Maths

Click here for 4 times table song

Remember we only need to work with up 
to 10 times 2 and 10 times 4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3yf3xgE8wMc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4SXctAyxZf0


1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



8.

9.



10.

a) If each car has 4 wheels, how many wheels would there be on 6 cars?

b) If each giraffe has 4 legs, how many legs would there be on 7 giraffes?

c) Sharpeners come in boxes of 4. Mrs Maxwell gave Mrs Stevenson 9 boxes 
of sharpeners. How many sharpeners is this altogether? 
Does Mrs Stevenson have enough for everyone in our class?

Ready for some challenge word problems?
Feel free to draw out your problem in pictures or use 
your fingers or a number line, whatever helps.



Maths 
see the link between the 2 and 4 times table

Maths

Just a wee reminder 
from yesterday about 
the link between the 2 
and 4 times table. 
So if I know what 3 x 2 
is (6) I can just double 
my answer to get 3 x 4.

1 row of 2 = 2 1 row of 4 = 4

2 rows of 2 = 4 2 rows of 4 = 8 

3 rows of 2 = 6 3 rows of 4 = 12

4 rows of 2 = 8 4 rows of 4 = 16



10 x 
4=

Click here for link
Play this game again today or just tap your fingers as you count in 4s 

Warm up - counting in 4s

Click here for 4 times table song

Remember we talked yesterday 
about the importance of using 
our fingers when counting in 4s.

https://www.ictgames.com/mobilePage/fingerCount/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4SXctAyxZf0




7. If each zebra has 4 legs, how many legs would 3 zebras have?

8. If each car has 4 passengers, how many passengers would 8 cars have?

9. If you work 4 hours every day from Monday – Friday, how many hours would 
you work during the week?

Ready for some challenge word problems?
Feel free to draw out your problem in pictures or use 
your fingers or a number line, whatever helps.



10 x 
4=

Today I want you just to touch each 
finger when you count in 4s like the 
picture below

Warm up - counting in 4s

Click here for 4 times table song

Remember we talked yesterday 
about the importance of using 
our fingers when counting in 4s.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4SXctAyxZf0


Maths 

make equal groups by sharing

Maths

Click here for video link

Then click on the video  that looks like this 

It looks very like the video we looked at last week but 
it is different so please watch carefully ☺

Now that we have learned the 2 and 4 
times table I’m planning to move on to 
dividing by 2 and 4 in the next few days. 
Don’t share this with your child yet as I 
want them so “see” and “experience” 
dividing first before we link it to any times 
tables.

* Year 2 = Primary 3

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-2/spring-week-3-number-multiplication-and-division/


Reminder from the video, you 
should lay out your objects in 
rows so you can see the equal 
groups much easier. In the 
video we saw 3 equal groups 
of 8 so it was easier to share 
24 sweets into 3.



These questions today are 
based on sharing using equal 
groups. You could get small 
objects like lego / pasta / 
stones etc. to help you. Look 
for the “equal groups”.



You might need to use 30 small 
objects for this question. Pieces of 
lego, dried pasta shapes, stones, cut 
up pieces of card/paper.

Challenge Questions (optional)
1) If Mrs Stevenson has 20 pencils to share out 

between 4 children in the class, how many will 
they each get.

2) Each child needs to have 4 beanbags for a PE 
game. Mrs Stevenson only has 36 beanbags. 
How many children will be able to take part in 
the game.

It is important to draw these out or 
use physical items. I want you to go 
through the “sharing out” process. It 
is important at this stage for the 
maths to be very visual.



Spicy :-

4+4+4+4+4+4+4 =?
Mild :-

4+4+4+4+4 =? 

Maths

Chilli Challenge

Select your own level – just like in class ☺

This is exactly what you have been 
doing all week. Just shown in a 
different way for a bit of fun today ☺

Hot :-

4+4+4+4+4+4+4+4+4+4
+4+4+4+4+4+4 = ?



10 x 
4=

Today I want you just to touch each 
finger when you count in 4s like the 
picture below

Warm up - counting in 4s

Click here for 4 times table song

Keep doing this each day touching 
your fingers and saying the jumps 
of 4.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4SXctAyxZf0


Maths 

make equal groups and use the divide sign

Maths

Click here for video link

Then click on the video  that looks like this

Be really careful you launch the right video. The worksheet is 
linked to the video content. 

Children will meet the division 
sign today. Pause this video quite 
often as you get to 8mins onwards 
to check they understand what is 
being shown. This is a big concept 
today ☺

* Year 2 = Primary 3

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-2/spring-week-3-number-multiplication-and-division/


Remember we met this sign today  ÷ it means shared equally between.

In this picture we have 20 shared equally between 5 which equals 4
This is the same thing as saying 20 divided by 5 is 4

Take your time to 
make sense of this.



Use small objects such as 
stones or lego to help you 
with sharing out. You might 
need some long strips of 
card or sticks to pretend 
they are your tens for Q3 
and 4. You can exchange a 
ten for ten ones using your 
stones/lego.



Question 5 will be our challenge question 
today. Have a go if you think you can do 
this without an adult helping you. If you 
struggled on the last slide then just skip 
this question.

Use your small objects to help you with 
the sharing.



Spicy :-
how many groups of 
4 can we make from 
24 apples?

Hot :-
how many groups of 
4 can we make 
from 36 apples?

Mild :-
how many groups 
of 4 can we make 
from 8 apples?

Maths

Chilli Challenge

Select your own level – just like in class ☺

You could use a number line or small 
objects to help you. 
Do this part on your own, don’t let your 
adult help you ☺



10 x 
4=

Today I want you just to touch each 
finger when you count in 4s like the 
picture below

Warm up - counting in 4s

Click here for 4 times table song

Keep doing this each day touching 
your fingers and saying the jumps 
of 4.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4SXctAyxZf0


Remember we used a number line 
to see what jumps of 4 look like.

1) What are 3 jumps of 4?
2) What are 6 jumps of 4?
3) How many jumps of 4 to get to 16?
4) How many jumps of 4 to get to 36?

Re-cap 4s on number line



Maths 

make equal groups using grouping

Maths

Click for direct access to video

Today we will be looking at how 
many equal groups we can make 
from our starting number.

* Year 2 = Primary 3

https://vimeo.com/492603899


5.

6.

7.



Remember when we first looked 
at groups of we also thought of 
it as jumps of? Well our number 
line can help us when looking at 
how many jumps of.

8) How many jumps of 4 to get to 20?

9) How many jumps of 4 to get to 4?

10) How many jumps of 4 to get to 28?

Using our number line

Now take 20 small objects and find out how many 
groups of 4 you can make? What do you notice?

Now take 4 small objects and find out how many 
groups of 4 you can make? What do you notice?

Now take 28 small objects and find out how many 
groups of 4 you can make? What do you notice?

We’ll pick up from here again tomorrow…



10 x 4=

10 x 
4=

10 x 
4=



Spicy :- Hot :-Mild :-

Chilli Challenge

☺

☺





12 ÷ 4 = 3



10 x 
4=

10 x 4= 4=

☺

1 2 3



5

☺



☺



Spicy :- Hot :-Mild :-

Chilli Challenge

☺

☺



10 x 4=

10 x 
4=

10 x 
4=



10 x 
4=

10 x 4= 4=

☺

24 ÷ 4 = 







10 x 4=

10 x 
4=

10 x 
4=



Spicy :-

24 ÷ 4
Hot :-

48 ÷ 4
Mild :-

12 ÷ 4

Chilli Challenge

☺

☺



10 x 
4=

10 x 4= 4=

☺

24 ÷ 4 = 





4
4
4
4
4
4
0







https://www.youtube.com/watch?fbclid=IwAR2By80akqN-htr5ozcFQQ04TzslOlAnL2VBC0ofdzwTXntFBWWA17Vk3Uw&v=SD028NO-ZGc&feature=youtu.be


Hit the Button ICT Games - Maths Topmarks Maths 

Education City Oxford Owl Maths

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
https://www.ictgames.com/mobilePage/index.html
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/5-7-years/counting
https://www.educationcity.com/
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/?s=maths+online+activity&fwp_post_types=activities

